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Author newsletter from The Geological Society, issue 10
Dear author,
Welcome to the 10th issue of the author newsletter from the Geological Society. We hope you find
this newsletter useful and interesting. If you have any feedback or wish to discuss any of the news
items, please contact us by email at marketing@geolsoc.org.uk.
You can also sign up to our bookshop and Society newsletters here.
With best wishes,
Emily
Emily Milroy
Marketing Co-ordinator
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EAGE awards
Two awards were presented by the current EAGE President, Gladys Gonzalez, at the opening
ceremony of this year's EAGE meeting in Amsterdam:

THE ALFRED WEGENER AWARD goes to a member of EAGE
who has made an outstanding contribution over a period of
time to the scientific and technical advancement of one or
more of the Association's disciplines, particularly petroleum
geoscience and engineering.
This year's Wegener Award was presented to GSL Fellow,
Professor JOHN R. UNDERHILL, with the following citation.
John Underhill fully deserves the Alfred Wegener Award for his
outstanding contribution to the development of seismic
interpretation methods that help us to understand how
sedimentary basins form and evolve, and their application to
the search for hydrocarbons. John is widely recognised as one
of the leading geologists of his generation and as an
outstanding communicator, making geology accessible to his
peers through his publications, to classicists through his work
on Odysseus' Ithaca, to the UK Parliament, and most recently
to the Petroleum Engineers at Heriot-Watt University.
Photograph: Gladys Gonzalez & John Underhill © EAGE
THE NORMAN FALCON AWARD is presented to the authors of the best paper published in
Petroleum Geoscience (jointly owned by EAGE and GSL) in the calendar year preceding the award.
The paper must be of high scientific standard and should represent a significant contribution to
one or more of the Association's disciplines.
The Falcon Award was presented to DARRIN BURTON and his
co-author LESLI J. WOOD for their paper 'Geologically-based
permeability anisotropy estimates for tidally-influenced
reservoirs using quantitative shale data', published in
Petroleum Geoscience, volume 19, issue 1, February 2013, pp.
3-20. The citation reads: Burton and Wood present a wellresearched workflow to relate permeability anisotropy at the
reservoir scale to shale geometry, shale fraction and the
vertical frequency of shale beds. Using data from well logs,
cores and lidar scans at three outcrops in north America, they
show how the unique shale character of each unit results in a
different distribution of permeability anisotropy according to
whether the geological environment is an estuarine point bar,
a tidal sand ridge, or a tidal bar. Shales have been known to
act as flow baffles for decades but this type of application has
previously been limited by the lack of published shale-body
distributions in tidally influenced reservoirs.
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Altmetric it!
Find out if your paper has been Tweeted or has been read by users of Mendeley or CiteULike: track
what peers are saying about your paper with the downloadable Altmetric Bookmarklet. Visit the
Altmetric website and see your results displayed in a similar way to this:

JM published its first Online First papers
Journal of Micropalaeontology has recently published its first 3 Online First
papers.
Late Quaternary deep-sea ostracod taxonomy of the eastern North Atlantic
Ocean, Moriaki Yasuhara and Hisayo Okahashi.
A pelagic myodocopid ostracod from the Silurian of Arctic Russia, Vincent
Perrier, Olga K. Bogolepova, Alexander P. Gubanov, David J. Siveter and Mark
Williams
Development of the freeze–thaw processing technique for disaggregation of indurated mudrocks
and enhanced recovery of calcareous microfossils, Alice E. Kennedy and Angela L. Coe
Online First is a feature offered through the Geological Society’s electronic content platform, the
Lyell Collection, enabling articles to appear online soon after they have been accepted for
publication and ahead of the printed volume or issue. Online First is now available for all journals
on the Lyell collection plus the Special Publications book series.
Visit the Lyell Collection

GEEA: Editor-in-Chief
The Association of Applied Geochemists (AAG) and the Geological Society of
London (GSL) are seeking to fill the position of Editor-in-Chief of their coowned journal, Geochemistry: Exploration, Environment, Analysis (GEEA), early
in 2015. For further information please visit the GEEA home page.

The most downloaded articles from the Lyell Collection and GSW
in May
The most downloaded article in May in the Journal of the Geological
Society was:
JAMES JACKSON, DAN McKENZIE, KEITH PRIESTLEY, BRIAN EMMERSON, New views on
the structure and rheology of the lithosphere, Journal of the Geological Society Mar
01, 2008; 165: 453-465.

Downloaded 203 times
The most downloaded article in May in the Quarterly Journal of
Engineering Geology and Hydrogeology was:
Paul L. Younger, Hydrogeological challenges in a low-carbon economy, Quarterly
Journal of Engineering Geology & Hydrogeology Feb 25, 2014; 47: 7-27. OPEN
ACCESS

Downloaded 144 times
The most downloaded article in May in Geochemistry: Exploration,
Environment, Analysis was:
Gwendy E.M. Hall, Graeme F. Bonham-Carter, Angelina Buchar, Evaluation of
portable X-ray fluorescence (pXRF) in exploration and mining: Phase 1, control
reference materials, Geochemistry: Exploration, Environment, Analysis May 28,
2014; 14: 99-123.

Downloaded 95 times
The most downloaded article in May in Petroleum Geoscience was:
D. J. Went, R. V. Hamilton, N. H. Platt, J. R. Underhill, Role of forced regression in
controlling Brent Group reservoir architecture and prospectivity in the northern
North Sea, Petroleum Geoscience Nov 28, 2013; 19: 307-328.

Downloaded 104 times
The most downloaded article in May in the Journal of
Micropalaeontology was:
David Lazarus , Editorial: The legacy of early radiolarian taxonomists, Journal of
Micropalaeontology Jan 30, 2014; 33: 1-1.

Downloaded 17 times

The most downloaded article in May in the Scottish Journal of Geology
was:
B. R. Rust, K. A. G. Shiells, W. R. Dearman, The Age and Origin of Structures in the
Southern Uplands of Scotland, Scottish Journal of Geology Dec 01, 1967; 3: 458464.

Downloaded 112 times
The most downloaded article in May in the Proceedings of the
Yorkshire Geological Society was:
A. S. HOWARD, Lithostratigraphy of the Staithes Sandstone and Cleveland Ironstone
formations (Lower Jurassic) of north-east Yorkshire, Proceedings of the Yorkshire
Geological Society Dec 01, 1985; 45: 261-275.

Downloaded 34 times
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Keep up to date with current geoscience papers with
our free eTOC alert service.
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